Depth-profiling of environmental pharmaceuticals in biological tissue by solid-phase microextraction.
The parallel in vivo measurement of chemicals at various locations in living tissues is an important approach furthering our understanding of biological uptake, transportation, and transformation dynamics. However, from a technical perspective, such measurements are difficult to perform with traditional in vivo sampling techniques, especially in freely moving organisms such as fish. These technical challenges can be well addressed by the proposed depth-profiling solid-phase microextraction (DP-SPME) technique, which utilizes a single soft, flexible fiber with high spatial resolution. The analytical accuracy and depth-profiling capability of DP-SPME was established in vitro within a multilayer gel system and an onion artificially contaminated with pharmaceuticals. In vivo efficacy was demonstrated by monitoring pharmaceutical distribution and accumulation in fish muscle tissue. The DP-SPME method was validated against pre-equilibrium SPME (using multiple small fibers), equilibrium SPME, and liquid extraction methods; results indicated DP-SPME significantly improved precision and data quality due to decreased intersample variation. No significant adverse effects or increases in mortality were observed in comparisons of fish sampled by DP-SPME relative to comparable fish not sampled by this method. Consequently, the simplicity, effectiveness, and improved precision of the technique suggest the potential for widespread application of DP-SPME in the sampling of heterogeneous biotic and abiotic systems.